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Mimicking Bone Anisotropic Structure with Modified Gyroid 

Scaffolds; A Finite Element Analysis 

Kemiğin Izotropik Olmayan Yapısının Modifiye Olmuş Gyroid 

Iskelelerle Taklidi; Bir Sonlu Eleman Analizi 

Highlights 

❖ Scaffolds with anisotropic mechanical and biological properties were designed. 

❖ Anisotropic models showed different permeability in longitudinal to transverse. 

❖ Gyroid architecture is a good candidate to design anisotropic scaffolds for bone tissue. 

Graphical Abstract 

Deformation in the structure of the gyroid architecture caused differences in stiffness and permeability 

characteristics in the longitudinal and lateral directions. 

 

 

Aim 

The design of implants that match the host bone anisotropic structure is necessary to maximize compliance with it.  

Design & Methodology 

In this study, a gyroid structure that generally is used in bone scaffolds was modified to design anisotropic scaffolds.  

Originality 

In this study, for the first time, gyroid architecture has been used to design tissue scaffolds with anisotropic elastic 

and permeability properties. 

Findings 

By modifying the gyroid architecture, scaffolds with non-isotropic characteristics were designed simultaneously in 

terms of both stiffness and permeability. 

Conclusion 

The result of this study showed with anisotropic gyroid structure the desired anisotropic properties in bone scaffolds 

can be obtained. 

 Declaration of Ethical Standards 

The author of this article declare that the materials and methods used in this study do not require ethical committee 

permission and/or legal-special permission. 
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 ABSTRACT 

The structure of the bone is very complex and heterogeneous; this causes different mechanical and biological properties in its 

longitudinal and transverse directions. For example, the modulus of elasticity and the permeability of the trabecular bone in a 

longitudinal and radial direction can vary up to several times. Therefore, implant design that matches these differences is necessary 

to maximize compliance with the host bone. Given that, in this study, a gyroid structure that generally is used in bone scaffolds 

was modified to design anisotropic scaffolds. Therefore, the gyroid triply periodic minimal surface trigonometric function was 

manipulated, and five different architectures were denoted as G(-50), G(-25), G(0), G(+25), and G(+50) with a constant porosity 

of 80% were developed. The effective elastic moduli of the models were calculated using finite element analysis. The results 

showed an anisotropicity rate of 0.21, 0.62, 1.50 and 2.23 in elastic moduli for G(-50), G(-25), G(+25) and G(+50) models 

respectively. As well, the permeability of the models was calculated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. 

Anisotropic models showed different permeability in longitudinal and transverse directions.  Longitudinal permeability to lateral 

direction rate were 0.67, 0.80, 1.25 and 1.47 for G(-50), G(-25), G(+25) and G(+50) models respectively.   

Keywords: Anisotropic scaffolds, TPMS scaffolds, gyroid, bone elasticity, permeability. 

Kemiğin İzotropik Olmayan Yapısının Modifiye 

Olmuş Gyroid Iskelelerle Taklidi; Bir Sonlu Eleman 

Analizi 

ÖZ 

Kemiğin yapısı karmaşık ve heterojendir, bu da boylamasına ve enine yönlerinde farklı mekanik ve biyolojik özelliklere neden 

olur. Örneğin, trabeküler kemiğin uzunlamasına ve enine yönde elastik modülü ve geçirgenliği birkaç kata kadar değişebilir. 

Dolaysıyla, implantların tasarımında konuk kemikle uyum sağlaması için bu farklılıkları dikkate almak gerekir. Bu çalışmada, 

yaygın olarak kemik iskeleleri tasarımında kullanılan gyroid yapısı, izotropik olmayan iskeleler modellemek için modifiye 

edilmiştir. Bu nedenle, gyroid üçlü periyodik minimal yüzey trigonometrik fonksiyonu manipüle edilerek ve %80 sabit bir 

gözenekliliğe sahip beş farklı iskele G (-50), G (-25), G (0), G (+25) ve G (+50) modeli elde edilmiştir. Modellerin etkili elastik 

modülleri sonlu elemanlar analizi kullanılarak hesaplanmıştır. Analiz sonuçları G (-50), G (-25), G (+25) ve G (+50) modellerin 

boylarınca elastisite modülünün enlerine göre sırasıyla 0.21, 0.62, 1.50 ve 2.23 oranda olduğunu göstermiştir. Ayrıca modellerin 

geçirgenliği hesaplamalı akışkanlar dinamiği (CFD) analizi kullanılarak hesaplanmıştır. İzotropik olmayan modeller boyuna ve 

enine yönlerde farklı geçirgenlik göstermiştir. G (-50), G (-25), G (+25) ve G (+50) modellerin geçirgenliği boylarınca enlerine 

göre oranı sırasıyla 0.67, 0.80, 1.25 ve 1.47 olarak hesaplanmıştır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: İzotropik olmayan iskeleler, TPMS iskeleler, gyroid, kemik Elastikliği, geçirgenlik.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although the bone is a tissue that can repair the damage 

itself, in cases where the broken parts of the bone are 

substantially far from each other, the use of an implant to 

fill this gap is inevitable [1]. The availability of spaces 

through implants for cell attachment, proliferation, and 

migration is necessary, [2] so porous scaffolds were 

developed [3] [4] Nowadays, the design and optimization 

of scaffolds for bone treatment is a critical issue in tissue 

engineering.   

Because bone transfers loads, the scaffold that is used as 

a bone replacement must possess enough mechanical 

properties. The most crucial mechanical parameter for an 

implant is its' stiffness [5]. Many studies showed scaffold 

stiffens play the leading role in cells proliferation and 

differentiation within scaffolds pores [6] [7]  Moreover, 

an excessively high stiffness can cause stress-shielding in 

the contact region with bone, which is an undesirable 

phenomenon in the implanting process [8]. Along with 

the mechanical properties of the implants, their biological 

parameters like permeability should also be considered.  

Scaffolds permeability controls nutrient and gas 

diffusion and wastes emission during an implantation 

process [9]. The fluid flow-induced wall shear stress 

(WSS) perfusion cell culture method is the most critical 

factor in stimulating cells to proliferate and differentiate 

[10] [11]. Accordingly, the determination of fluid flow-

induced WSS is also a crucial issue in scaffolds design.  *Sorumlu Yazar  (Corresponding Author)  

e-posta :  daverali@karabuk.edu.tr 
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Porous scaffolds are widely used to fit implant 

mechanical and biological requirements [3] [4] [5] [12]. 

Scaffolds with high porosity are designed and 

constructed in various morphologies, most notably based 

on lattices [13] [14] and triply periodic minimal surfaces 

(TPMS) [15] [16]. Different architectures of scaffolds 

enable tissue engineers to control their mechanical 

properties. For example, by changing the scaffolds' 

porosity and geometrical parameters, their mechanical 

properties can be tuned [17]. Biological parameters like 

fluid flow-induced WSS and permeability in the 

scaffolds are governed by their architecture [18] [19]. 

Most studies in the scaffold design are based on the 

assumption that the bone is an anisotropic structure, and 

consequently, scaffolds are mainly designed as isotropic 

architectures [20]. In comparison, the bone is an 

anisotropic tissue and possesses different mechanical 

properties in longitudinal and transverse directions [21] 

[22]. Recently, Asgari et al. found differences of 10-15% 

and 42% in elastic moduli in longitudinal and transverse 

directions for cortical and trabecular bones, respectively 

[23]. In terms of permeability also trabecular bone 

behaves as an anisotropic permeable porous media [24]  

[25]. Some researchers have tried to produce scaffolds 

with anisotropic structures. For example, Ataee et al. 

built Ti-6Al-4V scaffolds using the electron beam 

melting method. Their results showed elastic modulus in 

the manufacturing direction was 70% higher than was in 

another direction [26]. Although this is a promising 

approach for producing scaffolds with anisotropic 

characteristics, it depends on the production method that 

limits its' applicability. In addition, in that study, they 

didn't clarify changes in biological parameters like 

permeability and fluid flow-induced WSS.  Hence, the 

design of scaffolds that inherently are anisotropic 

architectures can help produce scaffolds that mimic the 

host bone structure [27] [28]. 

The experimental studies in this field need high 

technology and expensive facilities [29]. Instead, 

computer simulations in studying mechanical behaviour 

and biological parameters measurement of scaffolds are 

more cost and time-effective [30]. Nowadays, many in 

silico studies have been carried out to evaluate scaffolds' 

mechanical and biological behaviour [14] [31].  

Among TPMS scaffolds, gyroid architecture with 

symmetric structure in all three axes, high surface area 

rate to volume, and high interconnectivity gained much 

attention in tissue engineering [32] [33]. This study used 

the gyroid structure to design scaffolds with anisotropic 

elasticity moduli and permeability in longitudinal and 

transverse directions with a constant porosity of 80%. For 

this purpose, the gyroid geometry was scaled -50, -25, 

+25, and +50% in only one direction, while other axes 

kept the same. Then, the permeability and effective 

elastic modulus of the models were determined using 

finite element analysis.   

 

2. MATERIAL and METHOD 

2.1.  Scaffold Models 

The K3Dsurf (k3dsurf.sourceforge.net) software was 

used to obtain the preliminary surfaces of the scaffolds. 

Trigonometric functions of  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑦) +
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑧) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑧)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑥) = 0 used in designing 

of the gyroid scaffolds unit cell. Here,  𝛼 was 1.5, 1.25, 

1, 0.75 and 0.5 for scaffolds with -50% , -25% 0%, 25% 

and 50% scaling coefficient respectively. The models 

based on scaling percentage were denoted as G(-50), G(-

25), (G0), G(+25), and G(+50).  SolidWorks (2017) 

software was used to thicken surfaces to produce the 

desired solid models. A thickness of 200 µm was applied 

for the scaffolds wall that can be produced easily using 

additive manufacturing methods [34].  

By repeating unit cells by four times in three axes (x, y, 

and z), a cube structure with 64 unit cells for each model 

was obtained. The fluid domains of the models were 

generated by subtracting the solid parts from an enclosing 

box. Unit cells of models and their geometrical 

parameters for both solid and fluid domains were 

presented in figure 1, and table 1 showed. 

 

 
Figure. 1.  Unit cells and 4x4x4 three-dimensional (3D) models of scaffolds with solid (gray) and fluid (turquoise) domains; a) 

G(-50), b) G(-25), c) G(0), d) G(+25) and e) G(+50).
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Table 1. Unit-cells and related scaffolds dimensions (mm). 

Model parameters 
 Unit cells and scaffolds Length in 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 (the size of unit-cells was calculated in the [−𝜋, 𝜋] boundary) 

G(-50) G(-25) G(0) G(+25) G(+50) 

dx and dz 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 

dy 1.55 2.32 3.10 3.87 4.65 

Lx and Lz 12.40 12.40 12.40 12.40 12.40 

Ly 6.20 9.30 12.40 15.50 18.60 

 

2.2. Scaffolds Stiffness   

To measure the deformation magnitude of the models, 

they were compressed between two rigid plaques. The 

bottom plate was fixed, and from the top plate, a 

unidirectional pressure of 1 MPa was applied in the y-

axis (Figure 2). The compression analysis of models was 

carried out using ANSYS software in the elastic region 

of the selected material. An elastic modulus of 193 GPa 

(E_s) and an optional Poisson ratio of 0.30  were adopted 

based on the mechanical properties of stainless steel 

316L, which can be easily manufactured using selective 

laser melting technique [35]. Effective elastic moduli of 

the scaffolds were determined using Hooke's law (σ=εE). 

 
Figure 2. Using 4×4×4 of unit cells to compute the deformation 

in the scaffolds. 

In mechanical properties analysis, the models were 

meshed using hexagonal elements to calculate Young's 

modulus. A mesh indecency analysis also was carried out 

for scaffolds deformation. Table 2 presents the element 

number for each model. It is noteworthy to note the 

scaffolds' lateral effective elastic modulus also was 

determined by compressing models in the x-axis as it was 

measured in the y-direction. 

2.3. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions 

in CFD Analysis  

Permeability of models was calculated using a laminar 

and fully developed flow of an incompressible fluid. 

Also, a constant density and viscosity were selected for 

the analysis fluid. For solving the CFD models, the 

Navier-Stokes equation was used as[36]: 

𝜌 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜇𝛻2 𝑢 + 𝜌(𝑢. 𝛻)𝑢 + 𝛻𝑝 = 𝐹,   𝛻. 𝑢 = 0          (1) 

 where;  , u, and µ denoted density (1000 kg/m3 [37]), 

velocity (m/s), and fluid dynamic viscosity (0.001 Pa.s) 

as well as ∇ and p indicated del operator and pressure (Pa) 

respectively. Finally, F denoted forces such as centrifugal 

and gravity forces, where F=0 in this case [36] [38]. 

Permeability (k) was measured on the basis of Darcy’s 

law [39] as follows: 

𝑘 =
𝑢𝜇𝐿

∆𝑃
                                                                       (2) 

 where u, μ, L and ∆P show the fluid flow velocity  (m⁄s), 

dynamic fluid viscosity (Pa.s), model length (m) and 

pressure drop (Pa), respectively.  

The WSS, was denoted by 𝜏𝜔, is a tangent drag force that 

is exerted by flowing fluid on scaffolds surface and is 

given as [40]:  

𝜏𝜔 = µ
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟
                                                                    (3) 

 where u indicates the flow velocity and r shows the x-, 

y-, and z-directions [41]. 

A velocity of 0.1 mm⁄s [39] [42] was assigned to the inlet 

during the CFD analysis (Figure 3). A hydrophilic 

surface assumption for scaffolds enabled us to impose a 

no-slip condition on scaffolds walls, as well as zero 

gauge pressure was assigned on the outlet region [37, 39, 

43].  

 

Figure 3. The fluid domain of the scaffold in CFD analysis. 

 

Tetrahedral elements were used for meshing CFD models 

[18] [44]. Table 2 represents the number of elements in 

each model. The residual sensitivity criterion for 

convergence was adopted as 1e-5 [45].  
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Table 2. Number of elements in each model for mechanical properties analysis 

Model  G(-50) G(-25) G(0) G(+25) G(+50) 

Number of 

elements 
302253 524592 637635 877384 1544037 

3. RESULTS  

3.1.  Effective Elastic Moduli  

To understand scaffolds behaviour under mechanical 

loading their effective elastic modulus was calculated the 

deformation and Hooke's law (Figure 4). The G(-50) and 

G(0) models showed maximum and minimum 

deformation respectively. Figure 5 shows a bar graph of 

the normalized effective elastic modulus model in both 

longitudinal and lateral directions. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Deformation (µm) due to applying a pressure of 1 MPa in y-axis; a) G(-50), b) G(-25), c) G(0), d) G(+25) and e) 

G(+50) models.  
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Figure 5. Longitudinal and lateral effective elastic modulus 

(The calculated elastic moduli were normalized 

with the bulk elastic modulus of 193 GPa (𝐸𝑠) that 

was assigned to the scaffolds as basic material. 

 

The longitudinal effective elastic moduli decreased with 

scaling negatively and increased when the model scaled 

in a positive direction. In the lateral direction, the trend 

of elastic modulus changes due to scaling was 

contrariwise to the longitudinal direction. Also, power 

fits curves for longitudinal and lateral directions with 

𝑅2 = 0.99 and 0.98 respectively showed a good 

correction factor between scaling coefficient and 

elasticity changes.  
3.2. Fluid Dynamics Within Scaffolds 

The fluid velocity within scaffold microchannels was 

variable, and in the scaffolds’ center areas, its magnitude 

was higher than in areas were close to the wall, as shown 

in figure 6. Moreover, the maximum velocity in all the 

models is more heightened than inlet velocity, which 

indicates that the fluid accelerates after enters the 

scaffolds microchannels. This acceleration is due to the 

narrowing in channels and the tortuous structure of 

scaffolds. This phenomenon is more pronounced in the 

G(-50) model because its microchannels are more 

tortuous than are in the other models. 

 

Figure 6. A velocity contour in mid-section of the models; a) G(-50), b) G(-25), c) G(0), d) G(+25) and e) G(+50) scaffolds 

in the longitudinal case. 
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3.2.1. Permeability  

The permeability of each model was calculated regarding 

the average ∆P at the inlet measured in the CFD analysis 

and using Darcy’s law (equation (2)). Figure 7 shows the 

measured permeability values for each scaffold. 

 

Figure 7. Darcian permeability of each scaffold. 

 

The permeability diminished when the model was scaled 

negatively and enhanced when the model graduated 

positively for both longitudinal and lateral cases.  

Moreover, the power fits curve for longitudinal with 

showed a good correction factor between scaling and 

permeability magnitudes. But for lateral direction, such a 

correlation could not be found.   

3.2.2. WSS   

The effect of change in scaffolds architecture on WSS 

magnitude was calculated using CFD analysis. The 

distribution of WSS in the scaffolds was plotted in figure 

8 for the longitudinal fluid flow cases. WSS contours 

within the scaffolds indicate that its magnitude in 

different areas varies from zero to a few mPa. The 

maximum WSS in G(-50) model was the highest, and in 

G(+50) model, it was the lowest. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8. WSS contours for longitudinal case of the; a) G(-50), b) G(-25), c) G(0), d) G(+25) and e) G(+50) models. 
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Figure 9 shows a bar graph of the WSS average value for 

each model in the longitudinal and lateral directions. 

 

 
Figure 9. Mean value of WSS in both longitudinal and lateral 

cases for an inlet velocity of 0.0001 m/s.  

 

The mean WSS increased with scaling in the negative 

direction raised and decreased when the model has scaled 

positively for both longitudinal and lateral cases. For 

both positively and negatively scaled models, WSS in the 

lateral direction was slightly higher than was in the 

longitudinal direction.  Moreover, power fits curves for 

longitudinal and lateral directions with 𝑅2 = 0.98 and 

0.99 showed good correction factors between scaling 

percentage and average WSS variation.   

 

4. DISCUSSION  

4.1. Validity of the Results  

 To understand the reliability and accuracy of the results, 

the modulus of elasticity and permeability calculated for 

model G(0) in this study were compared with the results 

available in the literature (Table 4). As shown in table 4, 

both elastic modulus and permeability calculated in this 

study are in good agreement with the results of similar 

works. 

 
Table 4. Comparison of the results for effective elastic modulus 

and permeability with other studies results 
Model  G(0) Current 

study  

Other 

works    

Deviation 

(%) 

∗ 𝐸/𝐸𝑠 
0.0641 

0.0577 [46] 

0.0638 [47] 

10.00 

0.37 

Normalized 

permeability 
21.45 18.43* [48] 16.38 

*In that study, they normalized the calculated permeability with 

an empty channel (100% porosity). The permeability for such 

an open channel was calculated as 3036 10−9𝑚2 using CFD 

analysis.  

4.2.  Elasticity behaviour of models  

The increase in the modulus of elasticity in G(+25) and 

G(+50) models in the longitudinal direction can be 

because in these models, the walls of the sinusoidal 

structure were more moderately curved and, as a result, 

can be deformed hardly. Elasticity decreased in the 

lateral direction for these models, and this is due to the 

availability of relatively sharp sinusoidal curves in this 

direction. Such reasoning can also be described for G(-

50) and G(-25) models elasticity in both longitudinal and 

transverse directions.  

Cancellous bone is a highly porous, heterogeneous, and 

anisotropic material that can be seen at the epiphyses of 

long bones. Its elasticity depends on the bones type; 

patient sex and age can be very variable. For example, 

the Young modulus of human vertebrae was reported as 

5.7±1.6 GPa; its value was calculated as 21.8 ± 2.9 GPa 

for the femoral head in the literature   [49]. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that depends on the type and condition 

of a patient's bone; a particular implant should be 

provided. With this background, let's assume that a bone 

with an elastic modulus of 2/1 ratio in the longitudinal 

and transverse direction [21] needs an implant. As shown 

in figure 5, the G(+50) model can almost match such 

anisotropic elasticity. 

4.3. Permeability 

Because permeability is in a contrariwise relation with 

the pressure drop (∆P) then it can be concluded that the 

permeability decreases with the increase of scaffolds 

resistance to the fluid flow. In the negatively scaled 

models, because of the reduction in pores size, the fluid 

flow is difficult to cross, and this increases the difference 

in pressure between the inlet and the outlet, resulting in 

low permeability. As well, the increased permeability in 

positively scaled models can be justified with similar 

reasoning. 

In terms of the consistency of the models for the 

anisotropic permeability of bone, let's evaluate the case 

with an example. NAUMAN et al. reported a 12.8 and 

5.49 × 10−9 𝑚2 and of permeability for human 

vertebral cancellous bone in longitudinal and transverse 

directions, respectively [50]. No one of the current study 

models cannot fit such an anisotropic permeability 

perfectly. However, model G(-50) with the condition of 

using in the transverse direction can meet such 

permeability requirement for such a bone in both 

directional with only 25% of deviation. 

4.4. WSS  

Calculated WSS (Figure 9) shows no significant 

difference in any of the models between the longitudinal 

and lateral directions. Nevertheless, the reason for 

reverse trends in negatively and positively scaled cases 

can be that, in the case of negatively scaling models, the 

microchannels of the scaffolds become tighter, and this 

causes an acceleration in fluid flow (Figure 6) and 

consequently caused an increase in WSS (Equation 2). 

For positively scaled models, an inverse state can be 

explained. 

Finally, the results of this study showed it would be 

possible to imagine an individual scenario for selecting 

the most mimics scaffold in the bones. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, the anisotropic scaffolds were developed 

using gyroid minimal surface to produce implants with 

varying mechanical and biological properties in different 

directions. The following conclusions can be drawn 

considering the results of this theoretical work: 

-  It was shown that the gyroid structure could 

potentially be an excellent candidate to develop 

anisotropic scaffolds.  
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-  In a constant porosity, the elasticity and permeability 

of a gyroid scaffold can vary several times in 

longitudinal and transverse directions by only a few 

percentages scaling in one axis.  

-  Considering a perfusion bioreactor system for cell 

culture, WSS was also calculated for the anisotropic 

scaffolds, and no significant difference was found in 

longitudinal and lateral directions.  

-  Although the results of this study were promising for 

designing inherently anisotropic scaffolds, more 

analysis and architectures should be examined with 

theoretical and experimental studies. 
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